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“Occasionally – once or twice in a lifetime
if you are lucky – you encounter an idea
so powerful in its implications that it
unsettles the ground you walk on.”
Robert Macfarlane,
2019, Underland, A Deep Time Journey

Preface
The invitation to participate in the exhibition
Nature Morte/Nature Vivante in CID, GrandHornu, took me to the Borinage region on the
border of Belgium and France. Human beings
have extensively explored the landscape of
the Borinage and left ‘terrils’ behind, which are
artificial hills, slag deposits from the coal mines.
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By mining coal, other stones from the Carbon
times were brought to the surface. The coal went
up in smoke… the waste, the slag, never left the
site. Fragments of the earth’s crust in wonderful
colors, jagged forms, and with elegant veins.
Stones that are three-hundred million years old!
In the past forty years I have worked
predominantly with clays not older than thirty
million years. For my project in the Borinage I
decided to connect the lifeline of the terrils with
the clay digs where I worked earlier in my career
and with other work. Exploring the possibilities
of this idea took me to deeply reflect my own
oeuvre. I had to search for the conscious and the
subconscious processes, which seem to be so far
apart in time.
I am thankful to Veerle Wenes, the curator of
Nature Morte/Nature Vivante, and to Marie Pok,
the director of CID, for the support and trust they
gave me. During my explorations I had many
fruitful discussions with Jeroen van Westen, my
friend and colleague since the mid-nineteenseventies.
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In this publication I intend to present how my
work’s ever continuing leitmotiv entered my field
research in the Borinage. My field notes come
accompanied by photographs of the work that
is on display at the exhibition: Terril 2019. This
is a work that may be seen as an instantaneous
display of a possible future development.
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In a Lifetime

To observe, to collect, to rearrange. These
three words define my work from the day I first
entered the art academy’s ceramics department.
Ceramics is one of the more technical art
educations: students learn how to work with clay,
how to mix, how to knead, to walk, to break, how
to roll and how to stack the clay. Since stacking
the clay fascinates me most, bricks are really my
kind of material.
During my studies I happened to visit a few
brick factories in Boom, where I got instantly
impressed by the clay dig, an awe-inspiring one.
How many ceramists happen to see the dig of
the clay they are working with? I learned the
clay from this dig wasn’t river clay, although it
was named ‘Rupelse’ after the river Rupel along
which flow thick layers of this clay come to light.
It is not the Rupel, and not the Scheldt into
which the Rupel discharges, but the sea that,
thirty million years ago, deposited this clay, at
a time when Belgium as a part of Gondwana,
one of the three super continents, probably was
located on the Equator.
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My discoveries in Boom had such an impact
that I could not see myself return to traditional
ceramics. No longer did I desire to use the
material to make clay objects, and have
‘making things’ as a goal of my professional
life. I had become fascinated by the stories the
material demanded me to uncover and by their
significance. I had a ton of questions to find the
answer to.
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Clay is a sediment. But before it became
clay, it was rock. And by heating it, the
clay returns to stone. How? When exactly
becomes clay stone again? What exactly is
taking place? This is where a search starts
for the intrinsic qualities of the material and
the stories it has to tell: by experimenting, by
accepting sensory perceptions, by allowing the
guidance of intuition. And also, by exploring
what science can tell about clay. Through an
electron microscope I was allowed to use at
TU-Eindhoven I watched ‘identical’ pieces of
clay, each of which I had exposed to a different
temperature. What I could see clearly was
how during transformation the sheets of clay
molecules rearrange themselves: what was
an unstable house of cards became a more
compact, layered stack of these sheets. My own
intuitive preference of stacking clay proved to be
an act that befitted the material well.
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Everything depends on patient and attentive
observation, on the questions asked, the checks
executed, and most of all on the realization
how astonishing the results of my research
are. Time and again I am flabbergasted by the
esthetic qualities of the material. The clay is
becoming a co-author of my work. I am creating
the boundary conditions that suit the location
and the material I want to investigate. I start
the processes. Then I step back: to observe, to
document all steps in words and sketches and
also on camera, until the process is finished.
The process only comes to the end after no
more changes can be detected. Now and then, I
back up the end of a dynamic process by firing
the work, although most often my work does
not find a cultural finish: it is allowed to slowly
return to the environment where it came from,
to return to the earth from which it was made.
This approach allows me ‘to do just nothing’,
and ‘only’ to observe.
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Do nothing? … but as an artist I also want
others to join and see what I am seeing. I am
living in Antwerp, at the corner of the old city
center, near the Scheldt River. At the Scheldt,
work is continuing on the construction of huge
concrete dams in the clay soil; the dams have
to prevent the shifting of the soil, as caused
by climate change. The workers dig up thirty
million year old clay and create large heaps
of it. From the day the work started, I never
leave home for a run or a stroll without packing
my camera. These heaps are small replicas of
‘mountains’; they erode under the influence of
rain, wind and sunshine. Their shapes change,
as do their colors and structures. The same
natural processes of change that slowly created
the earth in geological time, now quickly
‘attack’ the manmade mountains. For a short
moment human time and geological time meet.
If I photograph these heaps in such a way that
the lens doesn’t catch the city, the heaps look
exactly like real mountains. In other images it is
possible to look inside these mountains! What
I see is a cross-cut of a chaotic rearrangement
of original, layered clay similar to what I had
observed in the clay dig in Boom!
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At an archeological dig a few meters beneath
street surface, here in front of my home, I am
able to collect a few pieces of Rupelse clay. I put
these up on a white tabletop under my studio’s
skylight, and as I turn them around slowly,
millimeter after millimeter, I am learning a lot
from this piece that came from some depth. For
an exhibition I display them together with other
pieces on tables, while the light reflects from
shale water that quickly evaporates. If I return
often, I can follow the changes that occur in
each piece. The refinement of the rough pieces
stands out even more if I put perfect spheres
next to them. Or by photographing them, solo,
under perfect lighting conditions. Large prints of
these images invite to ‘read’ them in the way the
Chinese read rock. What I see is layered beauty;
but the structures, the incidences of light, the
colors, and the richness of the shapes foremost
tell me about time. Thirty million years!
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At one time, minimal clay particles entered a
natural world without people, a world far before
the Anthropocene. Thirty million years later
this clay was brutally taken from the earth.
Now it sits on my table, either at home or at an
exhibition – here and now, in this time, in our
time. Each piece represents a jump through time
in a way similar to a mountain’s erosion. Rocks
break off, roll down, fall apart, tumble into a
river, are taken downstream, are polished. The
smallest pieces of what once was a mountain are
disposed where the water’s flow slows down. Is it
possible that these pieces on my table return to
the earth? What would this tell me?
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How to regenerate the life cycle of the clay I had
fired into petrification long ago? How to return
it to the earth, as if it had never been fired? This
was the question that kept me awake at the
time I was invited to participate in the exhibition
in the Borinage, this rural landscape with softly
rolling hills abounding strange ‘bulges’. Here,
in the Borinage, coal was extracted from the
late Middle Ages until halfway the 20th century.
These strange bulges are the terrils I mentioned
before: unnatural slag hills, slag mountains even,
created by the mining industries that dumped
their trash.
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I visit six terrils in the Grand-Hornu area. I carry
a spade because I want to take a close look also
at what’s inside these slag heaps. People from
the area tell me about their history in mining,
about the slag mountains that appear to lead
a life of their own: some glow on the inside, or
did so in the past. Fossils can be found, and
colored stones that are either layered or venose.
A geologist calls all of them ‘schist’; petrified
clay sediments morphed in one continental shelf
sliding under the other. Closer to the earth’s
core the heat is high enough to make the stone
malleable again, or even melt it down. If pushed
upward, in the direction of the earth’s crust, the
material hardens again and returns to be schist.
In specific deep and folded layers in the earth
the pressure transformed morasses and woods
dating back to the Devon into coal. The time
this process needed greatly exceeded the time
it took to form the Rupelse clay I discovered
in Boom and Antwerp. The fossils and schist
I collect from the six terrils near Grand-Hornu
hide… three-hundred million years of stories.
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Field notes

Terril Sainte-Désirée

Dominique Blondiau, a docent at Grand-Hornu,
invites me to join her Sainte-Désirée guided tour.
The start is at the entrance of the Grand-Hornu
site, an industrial monument of mine buildings
and homes of mine laborers. The stroll takes
us across the site and activates and sharpens
our observation skills. Now and then we hold
still to listen to the questions Dominique is
asking us: “What we have you just seen?” The
children in our group are fast and respond
without hesitation; the adults have trouble
finding answers and prove to be less observant.
Yet, by the time we arrive at terril Sainte-Désirée
all of us are prepared to absorb what we are
seeing. The smallest details are important: they
explain the bigger picture of the terril’s history.
What Dominique teaches us, is how to notice
connections, which reminds me of what Andrea
Wulf wrote in her biography of Alexander Von
Humboldt, Nature’s Discoverer (2019):
“… Not even the smallest organism was observed
as if standing alone. In this long chain of cause
and effect no single fact, he said, can be seen as
singular…”
We collect stones; they are horizontally layered
and hard and they fall apart to thin slices.
While observing, discussing, and learning
from my companions, it occurs to me that the
natural material which created this hill received
its unique character from the non-natural
input by humans. The loose stones are prey to
erosion; water seeps through easily and benefits
spontaneous growth of plants (while hampering
any cultivation; not many species can cope with
the extraordinary circumstances). The terril is an
artificial mountain; the processes, though, are
natural. The site has so many exciting stories to
offer that I could spend a whole day. But… there
are five more terrils to investigate in the coming
days. Will I discover differences? Of course there
are connections. Which? How? Why? I need time
to think.
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Field notes

Terril La Flache

Dominique had told me about her colleague, Filip
Depuydt, ‘Le Flamand’, the one who years ago
used a machete to ‘attack’ the wild growth on
terril Sainte-Désirée. He is the one who started
taking people on tours. The first ones to join him
were Flemish friends and acquaintances who
came to visit him and Grand-Hornu, and who
were eager to hear the man who so loves and
understands the Borinage share his extended
knowledge. Filip is a resident of the Borinage
since the mid-1990s. He is a good networker,
too, and soon arranges a visit for me to the
underground limestone quarry in Malogne, where
my guide will be Thierry Mortier. It is also Filip
who advises me to not pass terril La Flache by.
Filip explains how to find the entrance to terril
La Flache and after hiding my bicycle and carrier
bags in the bush I can finally climb the mountain.
I disregard the paths and the mountain-bike
trails that were created long ago, instead I start
searching on the steep slopes for the ditches
where the flow of water has laid bare the schist. I
find myself standing in awe at the base of a steep
slope looking at a wall of rubble. This is what I
was looking for: an empty spot, no vegetation,
all the stones in plain sight. My eyes explore the
steep slope. My passion is hard to control: there’s
no time to waste. But I am facing an enormous
amount of stones, each of which has a story to
tell. I am panicking: how and where to begin?
During the collection of data in the field, the
circumstances have the ultimate say of what is
possible and what is out of bounds. I cannot take
more than two carrier bags full of stones with me,
which reminds me: “Don’t dig more clay than you
can use,” the sound advice I received from Pueblo
Indians while digging in New Mexico. Following
this rule, I take an extended time to observe
before I start to collect. The camera is a great tool:
I do not have to touch anything but can focus on
the positioning of the stones before I concentrate
on the stones themselves. Size, color, texture,
a tight mass or layered? This way I am slowly
familiarizing with the uniqueness of the terril.
Then, finally, I am ready to select what deserves a
place in my carrier bags.
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Field notes

Terril Marcasse

Filip invites me to join one of his Van Gogh
Tours. We meet at the old Marcasse mine
in Wasmes. Scores of murals, slogans, and
memorial plaques remind of a mining disaster,
and tell me I am at the right place. Inside the
mine building I find Nadine behind the bar; she
runs a café at this desolate site. My eyes catch
an old black & white photo on display behind the
bar; it shows a bald, pointed terril. On the café
walls are many references to Van Gogh. During
the tour, Filip gives Van Gogh himself a voice by
reading from a letter Vincent wrote to his brother:
“Wasme, April 1879 – I made an interesting
journey not so long ago, spent six hours in a mine.
One of the oldest and most dangerous mines of
the area, the Marcasse. This mine has a bad name
because so many die either during the descent or
when coming up from the deep, or by breathing
gasses or by gas explosions or in the water
they meet underground or because old galleries
or shafts are collapsing… Imagine a series of
subterranean dens along a long and narrow
corridor supported by rough beams. In each of
these dens a laborer dressed in rough linen and
blackened like a chimney sweep is cutting out coal
by the weak light of a small lamp. Here and there
the laborer is able to stand up straight, working in
other veins he has to lie flat on the ground…”
The tour leads us through village centers and
pastures. Suddenly I am facing the image from
the black & white photo behind the bar – in full
color! I am seeing exactly what Vincent van Gogh
must have seen from his small rental room. At
this spot, in the middle of the field, Filip points
out a grown-over heap no taller than two meter.
It is a terril from the Middle Ages, from the time
digging coal was still a farmer’s seasonal job.
They followed the coals veins and dug galleries
no more than fifteen meters long. The coals were
primarily for family use.
Back at the Marcasse ruins I start my search for
the terril’s bare areas. Nadine calls out and with
a smile tells me: “Prend tout ce que tu veux…”
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Field notes

Terril Le 7

Grand-Hornu’s ribbon development creates a wall
behind which terril Le 7 remains out of sight.
I have a hard time noticing where I can access
the terril even though Filip has supplied me with
the directions. I stop to ask one of the home
owners if he can point me the way; the terril’s
slope practically starts in his back yard, yet he
cannot help me. Right! He simply has no clue
even though Le 7 borders to their backyard. Then
again, why should they be interested in the waste
of their grandparents’ mine?
In the end, I do find a sort of small parking area
from which a rough trail leads me to an out of
use, wide, dead-end concrete road. There is more
than one way to walk or climb up, but I prefer
the steep ditch where the schist is waiting for
me, washed clean by rainwater. This mountain
is packed with an incomprehensible number
of broken, sharp stones. From a distance it
may look like an ordinary massif, yet it is a
bewildering compound of millions of individual
stones with feather-light, minuscule slices of hard
rock as ‘cement’ to fill the spaces between the
larger pieces, for which I need two hands to lift
them out. The terril offers a fascinating view of
the wrenching, squeezing and worming forces of
nature, but I must not forget that only the schist
is natural… and the ‘arrangement’ is not.
Climbing up I have the steep wall in front of
me and my camera. Now and then I have to
straighten my back and I grab the opportunity to
observe the view, which includes a different terril
not far away. Once I am standing at the top, I
notice this one differs from the terrils I explored
earlier. Rather, terril Le 7 doesn’t have a top. I am
on a slowly ascending plateau, a mesa on which
just a few bushes and one or two thin birches
grow. From this position I am able to discover
that the whole landscape is dominated by terrils.
In the foreground I am seeing terril Sainte-Désirée
next to terril Le 10, with Grand-Hornu behind it.
Hadn’t I seen the number seven carved in a block
covering the entrance to the Grand-Hornu mine?
Does this mean that terril Le 7 was formed by
slag coming from the number seven shaft? One
more question for Filip to answer.
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Field notes

Terril Le Crachet

I have so many questions to ask Filip. If I want
to receive his answers today, I have to be back
at the Grand-Hornu reception on time, because
he leaves at six. Filip invites me to bicycle along
with him so he can point out where to access
the terrils Le Crachet and Du Levant. Terril Le
Crachet is easy to find; this one looks desolate
even if the walking paths are rather well-designed
with metal grates covering muddy areas. I hear
from Filip that at some spots sulphurous fumes
rise from the earth: terril Le Cachet is burning
from the inside and all by itself! I find a bald slope
but cannot detect any fumes even if I keep my
nose close to the schist. Once up, I notice a circle
of primarily red schist. Digging a little deeper, I
hit yellow schist and even a whitish specimen.
No doubt that the originally greyish schist went
through a firing process that forced the colors to
change – a process similar to what happens in
a ceramic kiln. Then, in a kiln energy is under
control and the desired temperatures are set by
humans. How can a terril all by itself heat up
to temperatures higher even than 1000 degrees
Centigrade?
Later, the geologist Thierry Mortier supplies the
answer: “There is coal inside the terril. Coal that
was hidden there during WW II, when female mine
laborers hired to separate the coal from the slag
managed to tuck in coal between the mine’s waste
– their resistance act. To become fired this coal first
needs ‘ignition’. No problem, because sulphurous
pyrite is abundant, as is oxygen, within the pile
and also in the stones themselves.”
Does this mean a burning terril is a natural
phenomenon? A terril is a pile of waste, the effect
of human influence, which means it is a cultural
occurrence even if the slag as such is a geological
matter: natural material. The chemical reaction
that takes place in the terril is similar to what
happens in the earth’s crust. Schist is stone that
came to the surface, was returned to earth, under
the influence of heat was bent and reformed,
surfaced again to cool down, and now is fired
once more, inside the manmade mountain.
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Field notes

Terril Du Levant

Filip helps me to find the hidden access to
terril Du Levant. Before I start climbing, I roam
around in fascinating landscape. It takes me a
while before I discover the old mine buildings
or what’s left of them: they have become one
with the woods. This abandoned place is on its
way to return to nature. The black holes in the
crumbling brick walls resemble friendly eyes
watching with agreement how the ever-thickening
vegetation covers them like a cloak. I am losing all
sense of time …
It is too late to climb all the way to the top. Yet,
I discover a vertical wall of stacked black schist
topped off by a layer of yellowish red schist.
Pieces that have come loose are right in front of
my feet. Lucky me: I am facing a cross section
of this terril! I don’t even have to climb up and
build up a sweat. I don’t have to search and dig.
Funny how the pieces have arranged themselves
to color... Approaching the wall I have to convince
myself that this isn’t a natural phenomenon.
Touching the fifteen meter high wall I am well
aware of the danger of a collapse of this wildly
arranged mass of stone. How long will this wall
stand tall? I refrain from testing its sturdiness by
removing a few stones. I do not want to disturb
the balance. As I look up I happen to detect a
few tree roots protruding from the top layer of
yellowish red schist; these at least must have
helped to keep the wall stable.
Among the loosened stones I detect a red piece.
It resembles a kiln-fired brick like the ones I
had seen being baked in the Rupel area. Now
the connections are clear. What is fired in a
spontaneously burning terril is not so different.
Grey clays fired in a kiln generally turn red.
Schist is petrified, morphed clay or mud and it
turns just as red in the combusted terril. But
how about the white schist I found in one of the
terrils? What sort of stone is this?
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Field notes

Malogne
As said, Filip introduced me to the geologist
Thierry Mortier and Thierry is planning to take a
few colleague-geologists on a tour of the former
limestone quarry Malogne. I can join but have to
hurry, which means I have to cut my visit to terril
Du Levant short. From Du Levant to Malogne
takes only a five minute bicycle ride, so I arrive
early enough to rearrange the contents of my
carrier bags and place those stones on top about
which I want to hear Thierry’s opinion.
Even though Filip had reassured me that Thierry
was very approachable I feel somewhat insecure:
will my questions be clear enough, and will I
be able to understand the geologist’s expert
explanations? Thierry also shows up early. He too
is hesitant: he is clearly assessing me. I believe
my curiosity and amazement save the day; he,
the scientist, is as enthusiast and devoted as I
am, and he knows how to tell a story. Thierry
clarifies the connections that exist between the
slow, geological, ‘deep’ time during which the
continents were created, and the faster processes
on the skin of the earth. Geology and biology
enter his tales side by side, they even mix. It
took less than one-hundred years for plants and
trees to establish on the baldy heaps of rocks
dating from the Carbon era. Only one century:
four human generations. The changes that are
taking place in a schist mountain can be defined
by watching the development of new nature on
the terrils. In the meantime, it is the vegetation
that helps the mountain to preserve its shape and
influences its interior humidity – which in turn is
decisive: will the mountain burn, or not?
I show Thierry the white schist I found at terril
Du Levant, practically the only white stone I
have encountered during my explorations. “Ha!
Yes, these are one of a kind. They are made of
aluminum hydro silicate with all water burned
out.” Kaolin, china clay, the basic material
for porcelain? “Yes. It’s porcelain. In the terrils
temperatures of 1300 degrees Centigrade are no
exception. What you are showing me is a piece of
natural porcelain!”
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Terril 2019
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If I could look at the earth’s crust directly
beneath the terrils I would see many different
layers, crevices, shifts. A pile rather than a
stratification. With this in mind, I am digging up
all of my old ceramic work that I had in storage
in the basement from the Middle Ages under
my Antwerp home. It takes me many weeks to
unpack all these pieces, to clean them, to repair
them if needed, then to repack them. I will take
all of them to the Borinage. I will give them a new
life. My old art work will become new material.
Terril 2019 is the start of a new life, as a material
I want to do new work with and that I want to
observe: I want to see how its new experiences
lead to new transformations. My stack, Terril
2019, resembles a slag mountain although I am
stacking with great care, unlike the machines
that piled up rock on the terrils of the Borinage.
A similar care I am giving to all materials that
I collected at the six terrils near Grand-Hornu,
which now presents a portrait of the Borinage.
However diligent I bring together natural history
and cultural history in these stacks, there is no
hierarchy to be found, just a new arrangement
that allows to discover and to reassess the many
interrelationships of nature and culture.
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Key to some samples in Terril 2019, stacked by Anne Ausloos using all her (fired) work since1 980

Kiln sculpture
Border World

Clock

Settled Suspension
Earth Handshake
A Journey
Rain Image
Kiln sculpture

Unearthed
Sense of Time
Holding In

Holding In

Suspense
Experiments
Wetland Paper Works

Sense of Time
On the Roof
Suspense

Fixed Time

2011 - 2020

2000 - 2010

1990 - 1999

1980 - 1989

Key to some samples in Terril 2019, stacked by Anne Ausloos using all her (fired) work since 1980

Test samples
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Du Levant

La Flache

Le Crachet

Le 7

Sainte-Désirée

Marcasse
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Many thanks
The invitation to join the exhibition Nature Morte/
Nature Vivante unexpectedly took me on a long
introspective journey. I made so many exciting
discoveries. I have to thank many contributors.
Most of all Jeroen van Westen, who edited and
designed this publication, who helped me to
put my ideas into place and describe them in
clear words, and who pushed me to write them
down and add some of my field notes. Loek van
Vliet helped us in every possible way to get the
photographic representations of the artworks
right in this publication.
I have to thank Marie Pok (CID’s director) and
Veerle Wenes (the exhibition’s curator) for
making available the magnificent space of Les
Ecuries in Grand-Hornu. The whole CID team
provided me with warm support during the
weeks I spent in the Borinage. Filip Depuydt and
Dominique Blondiau were the best of guides;
their broad and deep knowledge made it possible
to explore the six terrils in relatively short time.
Filip also connected me with Thierry Mortier,
whose input was important to say the least.
Building Terril 2019 was a quest; it was a
balancing act turning my old work into material
for my future work. The task needed much
patience as I had to ‘wade’ through all my old
artwork. Kellie Lippens, a master student at Luca
School of Arts, was a great help with building the
exhibition Terril 2019.
‘In a lifetime’ as an artist I was blissfully allowed
to work in scores of beautiful locations and
spectacular landscapes and with hundreds of
interesting people. I hope that this publication, in
three languages, enables many of them to read
about my new exploits – they may recognize
some of the old work that is becoming new
material now. I thank Ton Haak and Marie Pok for
translating Dutch into English and French.
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In the month previous to the exhibition, my son
Martijn’s enthusiast support and philosophical
contribution provided a strong stimulus. Thank
you Sara Blee for making the photos of the
Scholar Rocks for me. They are important
inspirations, as were the conversations we had.
And I have to thank my sisters Lut and Veerle
who, together with my daughter Andrea and her
husband Koen, were always ready to take over
my duties as a caregiver to our mother, so I could
run off to the Borinage to do my work without a
worry in the world.
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Nederlands

English

Français

